Leftist Lexicon Word of the
Week
It’s been quite a week for former New York Attorney General
Eric Schneiderman. For those of you who haven’t been following
the news lately, Schneiderman has been accused of sexually
assaulting at least four women. Normally, I would avoid this
type of story like I avoid watching “Keeping Up With the
Kardashians,” but it piqued my interest for a couple of
reasons. One reason is because he is a Democrat who has built
his career around fighting sexual assault, even to the point
of being a proud supporter of #MeToo.
The other reason has nothing to do with Schneiderman directly.
Instead, it has to do with someone on the opposite side of the
political spectrum, White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee
Sanders. Recently, MSNBC host Nicole Wallace asked reporters,
“How do you resist the temptation to run up and wring her
[Huckabee Sanders] neck?” complete with hand gestures
replicating choking a person…in a question about tensions
between Huckabee Sanders and the White House Press Corps.
Two different situations that fall under one word the Left
slings around like hash browns at a Waffle House: misogyny. It
seems to be a complicated, nuanced word to hear the Left talk,
but is it?
Not so much.
misogyny
What the Left thinks it means – attacking a woman and her
agency through thought, word, and deed
What it really means – attacking a Leftist woman and her
agency through presumed thought, word, and deed

When the Left talks of misogyny, it’s usually in relation to
existing economic or societal structures. In their minds, men
run the world and do everything in their power to keep women
down. Through this, Leftists weave a convincing narrative
covering everything from women having to pay more for certain
products like deodorant to women making less money as men for
doing the same work to a lack of women in positions of power.
All of this is wrapped up in a tidy bow and presented to us as
fact.
Of course, it’s utter bullshit.
The Left needs women to think they’re being oppressed by The
Man because that notion keeps them on the Leftist reservation
with all the other people who think they’re being oppressed
and the Left is the only group that can help them.
And,
believe me, the Left talks a pretty good game when it comes to
saying they want women to succeed. But try getting them to
support a conservative or Republican woman. They abandon their
identity politics faster than Bill Clinton hits on a woman at
a Hooters and say “Supporting women doesn’t mean supporting
women who aren’t qualified.”
In other words, Leftists support women so long as they think,
speak, and act like they want. For anyone else, it’s open
season.
Which brings us back to Sarah Huckabee Sanders. Because she’s
not a Leftist, she can never be the victim of misogyny, no
matter how vile the sentiments being expressed or how serious
the threats to her personally and professionally.
But that sword cuts both ways. If you are a Leftist, you can
never be a misogynist because you believe the right way. Even
though it appears some of Schneiderman’s sexual escapades may
have been non-consensual, there are Leftists weaving
conspiracy theories stating President Donald Trump was behind
it all. Granted, Trump has a lot of power, but he doesn’t have

the power to make a powerful man treat women like trash,
allegedly. That’s all on Schneiderman.
And that’s not the whole of it, either. Leftists also find
ways to make just about everything misogynistic, even when
there is no logical way it could be. One popular example of
this is video games. The Left thinks video games are
misogynistic if they don’t have enough strong female
characters…or if they have strong female characters that are
attractive to young men (the main demographic of video
games)…or if the female characters don’t have compelling
stories…or if they conform to the same goals as the male
characters…or if they are the antagonists…or because their
feefees got hurt.
This is one reason I always laugh when Leftists start seeing
misogyny everywhere: because they are inventing outrage to
justify their beliefs. (That, and they look like rejects from
“Battlefield Earth.”) Another reason is because Leftists often
fail to recognize actual misogyny. Extreme Islam, which
actually attacks, kills, and enslaves women? The Left can’t be
bothered to discuss that. They’re too busy protesting the
obvious misogyny in Superman not being female!
Or hiding it when one of theirs is guilty of it.
Or attacking a conservative woman for not being one of them.
Leftists have a major blind spot when it comes to misogyny,
which makes them not that credible when it comes to spotting
misogyny. Instead, let’s call out the real misogyny that’s out
there. Anytime a Leftist calls a conservative woman a horrible
name, take them to task for it. Heck, if you really want to
make a statement, insist Leftist males give up their positions
to conservative women!
After all, they wouldn’t want to be misogynists, right?

